
Liquid Water
H20

Nourishment
FOOD

Terra Materials
Planet as a Resource

Earth Mining Operations
been going on for Eons.

• Humanity Management
• Crop Circle Artists 
• Joint Human Ops
• Economic Gain
• Terra Residence
• Curious Beings
        - Heard Radio Signals
            - Surveillance Drone Ships
            - DNA Harvesting

NEWS
Gathering

Intel for many reasons:
• General Inhabitants
• Specific Data Centric
• Exopolitical Reasons

Mixed Agendas
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20%• Grey’s use blood serum
• Reptilians are carnivores

• Clean Water
    - Consumption
    - Component

Focus is water, have low interest in 
humans, or other planetary resources.

No specific interest humans.
An interest in humans if 
they are connected to
their nourishment source.

They have a subtle interest in 
humans. The different factions 
competing between themselves 
for business gains, exopolitical 
strength and social cover-up ma-
nipulation. Humans won’t get their 
cut of this until exposed.Some are involved with humans

and have vested interest in the
management of humanity. Earth is known as S3, “Sol 3” 3rd planet from sun, Mars is 

S4 and so on... Surface dwellers, us, we are referred to as 
in the “Sand Box”. There are extraterrestrials amongst us, 
we wouldn’t even recognize them as out of the ordinary. But 
some look nothing like us. Non-Terrestrial Military Officers 
have been found in secret military logs. For humanity to take 
its next steps as a race on earth in solidarity, these a ET 
agendas must become transparent.

Some UAP’s are Drones
for Data Collection

 Some UAP’s are Drones
Trolling for Resources
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ExoEconomics
Profit Motivated

Many of these ET’s are 
ruthless and cunning, 
even thought they tip-
py-toeing around earth 
their foot print has left 
an indelible impact on 
humanity. Their hidden 
agendas are the direct 
and indirect reflection of 
what happens on earth.

Humanity needs to understand the 
ET hierarchy and agenda on Earth.

• Approximation to start serious conversations


